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or Divergence of National Business Models in Luxury Goods ?"]. This article analyzes the changes that the fashion industry has been facing in recent years. Since the 1980s, this sector has faced a profound change in strategies as some companies started to diversify from their know-how in textiles, jewelry, or tableware. The birth of the LVMH group in 1987 is considered a turning point in this industry. . Utilizing the archives of the French Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes, this article analyzes the birth of cruising as a luxury pleasure trip and its later evolution. At the end of the nineteenth century, the maritime trip was transformed by the steamer into a floating luxury hotel. After the Second World War, it became essential to find a new use for the steamer because of the increasing competition from air transport.
Alain Charriot, "La construction recent des groupes de luxe francais: Mythes, discourse et pratiques" ["The Recent Construction of Luxury Groups in France: Myths, Discourses, and Practices"]. The buying up of small and medium-sized independent companies by luxury brands has produced new international and multiproduct business groups (such as LVMH, PPR, and Richemont). The profits generated are of such magnitude that there has been a drastic restructuring in the industry's finance and production. Patrizia Battilani, "Des grands hotels aux entreprises familiales: La transition vers le tourisme de masse dans les pays de la mediterranee" ["From Large Hotels to Family Firms: The Transition to Mass Tourism in Mediterranean Countries"]. This paper analyzes the innovations in hotel-keeping that were introduced during the 1920s in the leading Mediterranean countries to meet the growing demand for low-cost tourist services. The democratization of tourism was driven by a new generation of hotelkeepers without formal training but able to identify the kind of services required by middle class guests. , 1945-1965" (pp. 156-76) . This paper investigates the introduction of nylon, the first fully synthetic yarn, into the Dutch hosiery industry. The article suggests that involvement of the producer increases with the extent to which a new material disrupts markets and technologies. . In Switzerland, the food industry was among the first to explore the medium of film as part of its corporate marketing and distribution policy. From the early 1920s, while on traveling lectures, the firm Maggi showed films that associated the brand name with the "homeland." In the early 1960s, this tradition of traveling cinemas was abandoned.
